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Abstract Given two inconsistent formulæ, a (reverse) interpolant is a formula implied by one, inconsistent with the other, and only containing symbols they share.
Interpolation finds application in program analysis, verification, and synthesis, for
example, towards invariant generation. An interpolation system takes a refutation of
the inconsistent formulæ and extracts an interpolant by building it inductively from
partial interpolants. Known interpolation systems for ground proofs use colors to
track symbols. We show by examples that the color-based approach cannot handle
non-ground refutations by resolution and paramodulation/superposition. We present
a two-stage approach that works by tracking literals, computes a provisional interpolant, which may contain non-shared symbols, and applies lifting to replace nonshared constants by quantified variables. We obtain an interpolation system for nonground refutations, and we prove that it is complete, if the only non-shared symbols
in provisional interpolants are constants.
Keywords Interpolation Systems · Superposition · Resolution

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Aim
Automated reasoners are increasingly embedded in tools for the analysis, verification and synthesis of programs (e.g., [58,25,6,26]). A theorem-proving technique
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that is receiving significant attention is interpolation, or the operation of producing
interpolants from proofs. Given closed formulæ A and B such that A implies B, an interpolant of A and B is a closed formula that is implied by A, implies B, and contains
only symbols they share; if A implies ¬B, A and B are inconsistent, and an interpolant
of A and ¬B is a reverse interpolant of A and B.
A challenging application of interpolation is invariant generation (e.g., [51,45,
61,48]). For instance, one assumes that a k-step unwinding of a loop does not satisfy the post-condition. Formulæ expressing this conjecture are given to a theorem
prover. If the loop does satisfy the post-condition up to k-iterations, the conjecture
is unsatisfiable. Interpolants of the refutation are used to guide the construction of a
loop invariant [51]. The requirement that the interpolant contains only shared symbols means that it contains only symbols occurring in the loop body, and not auxiliary
symbols introduced to formulate the conjecture. Thus, interpolation is related to symbol elimination [46]. It was also suggested to let the theorem prover generate formulæ
from formulæ specifying the loop, and take as candidate invariants those that only use
the desired subset of symbols [45,40]. In approaches based on quantifier elimination,
the symbols to be eliminated are quantified, so that quantifier elimination expunges
them (e.g., [43,44]). An early lead towards this application can be traced back to [17].
Invariant generation led to the study of interpolation in first-order logic with
equality, for proofs produced by superposition [51,46,40] or generic inferences [46,
41]. In first-order logic with equality the proofs to be interpolated in general are not
ground, and interpolants naturally contain quantifiers. For invariant generation, the
capability of generating interpolants with quantifiers is an advantage, because invariants often need them (e.g., [53,5]).
In this article we focus on interpolation of refutations generated by a standard inference system Γ for first-order logic with equality, based on resolution and paramodulation/superposition. Such inference systems are at the heart of theorem provers for
first-order logic with equality (e.g., [60,47,57]), and also yield decision procedures
for theories relevant to program verification (e.g., [3,2,8,9]). As a byproduct, we
discuss interpolation for DPLL(Γ +T ) [13], a theorem-proving method that integrates Γ in the DPLL(T ) framework for satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) [55,
26], to unite the strengths of resolution-based theorem provers, such as the automatic
treatment of quantifiers, with those of DPLL(T )-based SMT-solvers, such as built-in
theories and scalability of performance on large sets of very long ground clauses.

1.2 State of the Art and Problem Statement
Given a refutation, an interpolation system generates a partial interpolant for every
clause, in such a way that the partial interpolant of the empty clause is a reverse
interpolant of the input formulæ. This approach is inductive, because the interpolation
system builds the partial interpolant of the conclusion from those of the premises, for
each inference rule that may appear in a proof. An interpolation system is complete
for an inference system, if for all its refutations it extracts a reverse interpolant.
In the more recent literature in automated deduction and verification, the study of
interpolation for superposition began in [51], with the aim of extending to refutations
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in first-order logic with equality the color-based approach applied to propositional
resolution [49] and quantifier-free fragments of first-order theories [39,50]. In the
color-based approach, given formulæ A and B to be interpolated, the interpolation
system traces non-shared symbols, called first local (e.g., A-local and B-local), and
then colored (e.g., A-colored and B-colored), to prevent them from entering the interpolant, and identify which literals descend from A or B, to make sure that the reverse
interpolant is entailed by A and inconsistent with B. Intuitively, this requires that the
colors do not mix, an observation captured in [51] with the restriction to local, or
colored, proofs, that is, proofs where no inference involves both A-colored and Bcolored symbols. The research on interpolation of colored proofs continued in [46],
where it was shown that if the ordering is separating, meaning that all terms made
only of shared symbols are smaller than all other terms, then all ground refutations
by superposition are colored. The notion of an ordering with this property, called ABoriented ordering, appeared already in [51]. Experiments on interpolating colored
proofs generated by the Vampire theorem prover were described in [40].
The restriction to colored proofs can be weakened to colorable proofs [38]: a
proof is colorable, if it has no AB-mixed literals, that is, no literals with both Acolored and B-colored symbols. Proofs by propositional resolution are trivially colorable, since no new literals are generated, and ground proofs in first-order logic are
like propositional proofs in this respect. If equality enters the picture, already for
ground proofs, equalities where one side is A-colored and the other B-colored are
problematic: the assumption of a separating ordering for ground superposition prevents precisely such AB-mixed equalities, as explained in [11,12], where we give a
systematic treatment of color-based interpolation systems for ground proofs. Proof
transformation techniques to make ground proofs colored or colorable were studied
in [38,19,18,52,41].
While all ground refutations by superposition are colorable under a separating
ordering, this is not the case in general, and we are not aware of a proof transformation
mechanism that can make any non-ground refutation in first-order logic with equality
colorable. In non-ground refutations, not only equality, but also substitutions (most
general unifiers and matching substitutions applied in inferences) create AB-mixed
literals. Thus, the problem is how to go beyond the restriction to colorable refutations,
and give an interpolation system for non-ground proofs with universally quantified
variables instantiated by substitutions.

1.3 Overview of Contributions
We start with counter-examples showing that it is impossible to generalize to nonground proofs a color-based approach, not even assuming that the proof is colorable
or colored. Interpolation problems where constant symbols are the only non-shared
symbols suffice to obtain counter-examples.
Unknown to the above literature on color-based interpolation, an interpolation
system for non-ground proofs by resolution and paramodulation was suggested much
earlier in [42]. We are indebted to [42] for the idea of a two-stage approach to interpolation, which separates the issues of ensuring that the reverse interpolant is entailed
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by A and inconsistent with B, and that it contains only shared symbols. The first
stage addresses the first issue by computing inductively what we call a provisional
interpolant, which is entailed by A and inconsistent with B, but may contain colored
symbols. The second stage extracts an interpolant from the provisional interpolant.
We present a two-stage interpolation system for Γ . We give and prove complete
a provisional interpolation system, that computes provisional interpolants for any
Γ -refutation. In the second stage our interpolation system replaces colored constants
with quantified variables, a technique suggested since [21] and mentioned in [50]. We
called it lifting as in [42], while it was termed abstraction in [4]. We prove that this
interpolation system is complete, if all function symbols in provisional interpolants
are shared (or interpreted and therefore admissible). Function-free fragments such
as those in [1,35,29,34,33,56,32] satisfy upfront this restriction. In summary, our
contributions include:
– An analysis of interpolation in the presence of substitutions, showing how approaches that suffice at the ground level cannot be generalized to non-ground
proofs;
– A new complete provisional interpolation system for a standard inference system Γ for first-order logic with equality, based on resolution and paramodulation/superposition;
– An interpolation system for Γ obtained by combining our provisional interpolation system with the classical technique of replacing colored constants with
quantified variables, and a proof that such an interpolation system is complete, if
the only colored symbols in provisional interpolants are constants;
– A discussion of the application of the two-stage approach to interpolating refutations by DPLL(Γ +T ).
Our provisional interpolation system significantly clarifies, simplifies, and makes
more transparent its ancestor in [42]. To the best of our knowledge, the only paper that cited [42] before us, was [30], where [42] was cited only for the interpolation
of proofs by propositional resolution, the topic of [30]. We consider the rediscovery of [42] as an additional scholarly contribution of this article. In what follows,
Section 2 introduces basic concepts and notations; Section 3 analyzes the difficulties with extending to non-ground proofs a color-based approach; Section 4 presents
the provisional interpolation system and its completeness; Section 5 covers lifting,
the interpolation system, and its completeness; Section 6 contains the comparison
with related work, including a careful analysis and detailed discussion of Huang’s
construction; Section 7 discusses results and directions for future work. A one-page
abstract of this article appeared in [7]. This work started when the second author was
with the Dipartimento di Informatica of the Università degli Studi di Verona.

2 Background
We assume the basic definitions and notations commonly used in theorem proving,
such as ⊥ for f alse,  for true, 2 for the empty clause, |= for logical consequence
from formulæ or truth in a model, and  for derivability, where  without subscript
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means generic, sound and complete derivability in the logic, while  with subscript
(e.g., Γ ) will be used for concrete derivation in a specific inference system. Equality
is written , which is symmetric, with  standing for either  or , and = reserved
for identity. Set difference is denoted by \. We use “symbol” to mean a constant,
function or predicate symbol, that is, a non-variable symbol, and “variable” for variable symbol. We typically use a, b, c for constant symbols, f , g for function symbols,
v, w, x, y, z for variables, with a bar (e.g., v̄) for a tuple, l, r, s, t for terms, l, m, r
for literals, and C, D for clauses. A clause C is a disjunction of literals l 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln ,
where all variables are implicitly universally quantified, and its negation ¬C is the
conjunction ¬l 1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬ln . Both C and ¬C can be viewed as sets of literals. We write
c : C to say that c is the identifier of clause C in a proof and then we may use c in
place of C. A term s is a subterm of a term, or literal, l, if s appears in l, s is a proper
subterm, written s  l, if it is not l itself. The notation l[s] represents a term, or literal, where s occurs as subterm; in this notation l is called context. A substitution is
a function mapping variables to terms, which is not identity for finitely many variables; it is written in the form σ = {x 1 ← t1 , . . . , xn ← tn }, where xi = x j , for all i, j,
1 ≤ i = j ≤ n, and xi = ti , for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
2.1 Interpolation
Given formula A, let Σ A be the signature of symbols occurring in A. Let A and B
be two formulæ to be interpolated, such that Σ A ⊆ ΣB and Σ B ⊆ ΣA , so that their
intersection Σ A,B = ΣA ∩ ΣB is not trivial.
Definition 1 (Interpolant) A formula I is an interpolant of formulæ A and B such
that A  B, or an interpolant of (A, B), if (i) A  I, (ii) I  B and (iii) all symbols in I
are in Σ A,B .
Note that if Σ A ⊆ ΣB , then Σ A,B = ΣA and A itself would be an interpolant. Symmetrically, if Σ B ⊆ ΣA , then Σ A,B = ΣB and B itself would be an interpolant. The above
assumption on signatures excludes these trivial cases.
The following fundamental result, known as Craig’s Interpolation Lemma [20],
and illustrated for instance in [59], applies to closed formulæ, that is, formulæ where
all variables are quantified:
Theorem 1 If A and B are closed formulæ such that A  B, and Σ A,B contains at
least one predicate symbol, then an interpolant I of A and B exists, and it is also a
closed formula. If Σ A,B contains no predicate symbol, then either B is valid (and the
interpolant is ), or A is unsatisfiable (and the interpolant is ⊥).
From now on we consider only closed formulæ or sentences. Since practical theorem
provers work refutationally, it is useful to adopt the notion of reverse interpolant, thus
named in [46]:
Definition 2 (Reverse interpolant) A formula I is a reverse interpolant of formulæ
A and B such that A, B ⊥, if (i) A  I, (ii) B, I ⊥ and (iii) all symbols in I are in
ΣA,B .
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A reverse interpolant of (A, B) is an interpolant of (A, ¬B), and if I is a reverse interpolant of (A, B), then ¬I is a reverse interpolant of (B, A).
A theory is presented by a set T of sentences, meaning that the theory is the set
of all logical consequences of T . It is customary to call T itself a theory. Let Σ T
be the signature of T . Its symbols are called defined, because they are defined by the
axioms in T , or interpreted, because they are interpreted in the models of T . The
other symbols are called free or uninterpreted. Interpreted symbols may appear in A
and B, so that the intersections Σ A ∩ ΣT , ΣB ∩ ΣT , and Σ A,B ∩ ΣT are not empty in
general. Interpreted symbols are allowed in interpolants:
Definition 3 (Theory interpolant) A formula I is a theory interpolant of formulæ A
and B such that A  T B, if (i) A T I, (ii) I T B and (iii) all uninterpreted symbols
in I are in Σ A,B . A formula I is a reverse theory interpolant of formulæ A and B such
that A, B T ⊥, if (i) A T I, (ii) B, I T ⊥ and (iii) all uninterpreted symbols in I are
in ΣA,B .
Thus, a symbol that is not shared may appear in the interpolant provided it is interpreted. For most of this article the considered theory will be that of equality, built into
an inference system for first-order logic with equality. Since we consider clausal refutational inference systems, we mostly write “interpolant” for “reverse interpolant,”
omit “theory,” and assume that A and B are disjoint sets of clauses; since set is understood as conjunction, we may write A ∪ B  2 or, equivalently, A ∧ B ⊥ or A, B ⊥,
depending on context.
A difficulty with interpolation is to ensure that uninterpreted symbols in interpolants are shared. The following terminology is widely adopted:
Definition 4 An uninterpreted symbol is transparent, if it is in Σ A,B , A-colored, if it
is in ΣA \ ΣB , and B-colored, if it is in Σ B \ ΣA . It is colored, if it is either A-colored or
B-colored.
The assumption that Σ A ⊆ ΣB and Σ B ⊆ ΣA means that both A and B contain at least
one colored symbol. Local in place of colored, and AB-common, or global, or shared,
in place of transparent, were also used.
Definition 5 A term, literal, or clause is
– Transparent, if all its uninterpreted symbols are transparent,
– A-colored, if all its uninterpreted symbols are either A-colored or transparent and
at least one is A-colored,
– B-colored, if all its uninterpreted symbols are either B-colored or transparent and
at least one is B-colored, and
– AB-mixed, otherwise.
A term, literal, or clause is colored, if it is either A-colored or B-colored. A literal is
colorable if it is not AB-mixed, or, equivalently, if it is either A-colored or B-colored
or transparent. A clause is colorable if all its literals are.
Colorable is more general than colored: a colorable clause may have both A-colored
and B-colored literals, whereas a colored clause cannot. In [51] an inference is local
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if all its symbols are either in Σ A or in Σ B . The definition in [46,41] also requires
that if all premises are transparent, so is the conclusion. A proof is local if all its
inferences are. Since there are no AB-mixed clauses in the input and inferences do
not mix colors, a local proof is colored (no AB-mixed clauses) and vice versa:
Definition 6 A proof is colored if it contains no AB-mixed clauses; it is colorable if
all its clauses are colorable, or, equivalently, if it contains no AB-mixed literals.
An interpolation system takes a refutation of A ∪ B, and returns an interpolant of
(A, B). A fundamental property of an interpolation system is completeness:
Definition 7 (Complete interpolation system) An interpolation system is complete
for an inference system Γ , if for all sets of clauses A and B, such that A ∪ B is unsatisfiable, and for all Γ -refutations of A ∪ B, it generates an interpolant of (A, B).
We consider next preliminaries for inference systems and their proofs.

2.2 Inference Systems and their Proof Trees
We consider resolution-based clausal refutational inference systems for first-order
logic with equality, and use Γ as the name of such a system. These inference systems
use a complete simplification ordering on terms and literals to restrict expansion
inferences, that expand the existing set by adding clauses, and to define contraction
inferences, that contract the set by removing clauses. An ordering is a simplification
ordering if it is stable (if s t then sσ t σ for all substitutions σ ), monotone (if
s t then l[s] l[t] for all contexts l), and has the subterm property (s t whenever
s  t). These properties imply that the ordering is well-founded (there is no infinite
decreasing chain t 1 t2 . . .ti ti+1 . . .). A complete simplification ordering is
also total on ground terms and literals (if s = t, then either s t or t s). An ordering
on terms and literals is extended to clauses by multiset extension, which preserves
well-foundedness (e.g., [27] for basic definitions and results about orderings).
Since our purpose is interpolation, we are interested only in inferences rules that
appear in proofs. These are expansion inferences and those contraction inferences,
such as simplification, that replace clauses by clauses: we use generative rules for
expansion and replacement rules. Contraction inferences that merely remove clauses,
such as subsumption or tautology deletion, and book-keeping rules such as merging,
that removes duplicate literals, are assumed, but do not appear in proofs. The generative rules of Γ are listed in Figure 1, where in expansion what is below the single
inference line is added to what is above, and in contraction what is above the double inference line is replaced by what is below. Paramodulation, superposition, and
reflection build equality into the inference system; we use superposition when the
literal paramodulated into is equational, and paramodulation otherwise.
Definition 8 (Γ -derivation) Given an input set of clauses S 0 , a Γ -derivation is a
sequence S0 Γ S1 Γ . . . Si Γ Si+1 Γ . . ., where for all i > 0, S i is a set of clauses
derived from S i−1 by a Γ -inference.
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Resolution
l ∨C ¬l ∨ D
(C ∨ D)σ

∀m ∈ C : l σ  mσ ; ∀m ∈ D : ¬l σ  mσ

Factoring
l ∨ l  ∨C
(l ∨C)σ

∀m ∈ C : l σ  mσ

Paramodulation
s  r ∨C l[s ] ∨ D
(C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ

sσ  r σ ; ∀m ∈ C : (s  r)σ  mσ ; ∀m ∈ D : l[s ]σ  mσ

Superposition
s  r ∨C l[s ]  t ∨ D
(C ∨ l[r]  t ∨ D)σ

sσ  r σ ; ∀m ∈ C : (s  r)σ  mσ ; l[s ]σ  t σ ; ∀m ∈ D : (l[s ]  t)σ  mσ

Reflection
s  s ∨C
Cσ

∀l ∈ C : (s  s)σ ≺ l σ

Equational Factoring
s  t ∨ s  t  ∨C
(t  t  ∨ s  t  ∨C)σ

sσ  t σ ; ∀l ∈ {s  t  } ∪C : (s  t)σ ≺ l σ

Simplification
s  r D[l]
s  r D[r σ ]

l = sσ ; s σ

r σ ; D[l]

(s  r)σ

where the substitution σ is the most general unifier (mgu) of the literals resolved upon l and l , in resolution
and factoring, of the terms s and s in paramodulation, superposition, reflection, and equational factoring.
For paramodulation and superposition, s is not a variable, s  r is the literal paramodulated/superposed
from, l[s ] is the literal paramodulated/superposed into, and the same terminology extends to clauses.
Fig. 1 The generative rules of Γ .

Every inference S i Γ Si+1 is required to be sound (S i+1
⊆ T h(Si )) and adequate (S i ⊆

T h(Si+1 )), where T h(S) = {C | S |= C}. The set S ∗ = i≥0 Si is the set of all generated
clauses. A Γ -derivation is successful if 2 ∈ S k for some k, which reveals that the
input set S0 is inconsistent. Upon success, the theorem prover extracts a refutation, or
refutational proof, or proof, for short, which includes only the inferences and clauses
involved in the generation of 2:
Definition 9 (Γ -proof tree) Given a Γ -derivation S 0 Γ S1 Γ . . . Si Γ Si+1 Γ . . ., for
all C ∈ S∗ , the Γ -proof tree ΠΓ (C) of C is defined as follows:
– If C ∈ S0 , ΠΓ (C) consists of a node labeled by C;
– If C is inferred by a generative Γ -inference from premises C 1 , . . . ,Ck , ΠΓ (C)
consists of a node labeled by C with k subtrees Π Γ (C1 ), . . . , ΠΓ (Ck ).
If the derivation is successful, 2 ∈ S ∗ and ΠΓ (2) is a Γ -refutation.
A proof tree is drawn with the root at the bottom and the leaves at the top. 1
1 In general, it is a rooted graph, called ancestor-graph [10], but it can be put in the form of a tree by
allowing different vertices to have the same clause as label.
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3 The Challenge of Interpolating Non-Ground Proofs
Ground Γ -refutations can be interpolated by an approach that we call color-based
and cover systematically in [12]: an interpolation system for ground Γ -refutations
is defined inductively with base cases for input clauses belonging to A or B, and
inductive cases that distinguish whether the literal resolved upon, or superposed from,
is A-colored, B-colored, or transparent. AB-mixed literals are excluded because it is
sufficient to assume a separating ordering (one where transparent terms are smaller
than non-transparent ones) to ensure that ground proofs are colorable.
In this section we show by examples that a color-based approach does not extend to non-ground proofs. Non-ground inferences instantiate literals by most general
unifiers (mgu’s) and matching substitutions. Substitutions may insert Σ B -symbols in
ΣA -literals and vice versa, easily generating AB-mixed literals. Assume that predicate symbol P and function symbols f and g are transparent, and constant symbols
a and b are A-colored and B-colored, respectively. Superposition of g(y, b)  y into
f (g(a, x), x)  f (x, a), with mgu {y ← a, x ← b}, generates f (a, b)  f (b, a), where
both sides are AB-mixed. This inference is compatible with a separating ordering, and
shows that a separating ordering does not guarantee that the proof is colorable in the
general case.
One might renounce completeness and restrict attention to colorable non-ground
Γ -refutations. Consider resolution between ¬P(x, b) ∨ C and P(a, y) ∨ D, where x
does not appear in C, y does not appear in D, and C and D are colorable. Resolvent
(C ∨ D)σ , with σ = {x ← a, y ← b}, is colorable, because (C ∨ D)σ = C ∨ D, since
x does not occur in D and y does not occur in C, as each clause has its own variables. However, the instances of the literals resolved upon, ¬P(a, b) and P(a, b), are
AB-mixed. Thus, the classification of literals as either A-colored, B-colored, or transparent does not suffice for non-ground proofs, even if they happen to be colorable.
Not only the color-based approach does not work for colorable proofs, once substitutions come into the picture: it does not work for colored, or local, proofs either. Assume that predicates L, R, and Q are transparent, and constants a 1 and a2
are A-colored. Consider the resolution step where parents p 1 : L(x, a1 ) ∨ R(x) and
p2 : ¬L(a2 , y) ∨ Q(y) yield resolvent c : R(a 2 ) ∨ Q(a1 ) with mgu σ = {x ← a2 , y ←
a1 }. This resolution step is local in the sense of [51,46,41], as only one color appears.
An attempt to generalize the color-based approach to non-ground colored proofs
would suggest to define the partial interpolant PI(c) for such a step as (PI(p 1 ) ∨
PI(p2 ))σ . However, since σ replaces variables by colored terms, there is no guarantee that (PI(p1 ) ∨ PI(p2 ))σ is transparent, even if PI(p 1 ) and PI(p2 ) are.
In all these problematic examples, the only colored symbols are constant symbols.
Thus, the color-based approach does not extend to non-ground proofs, not even under
the hypothesis that all predicate and function symbols are interpreted or transparent,
and the only colored symbols are constant symbols.
These difficulties suggest that approaches based on colors, or, more generally, on
classifying expressions and proofs by the presence of symbols from Σ A \ ΣA,B , ΣB \
ΣA,B , and Σ A,B , do not extend beyond the ground level. In essence, an interpolation
system needs to determine whether a literal l should be added to the interpolant. This
requires (1) to detect whether l comes from the A side or the B side of the proof,
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which is relevant to ensure that the interpolant is implied by A and inconsistent with
B, and (2) to check that l is made of shared symbols. Approaches based on colors look
at the symbols in l to achieve (1) and (2) simultaneously. This is impossible when
substitutions mix the symbols and AB-mixed literals become unavoidable, because
the presence of Σ A -colored or Σ B -colored symbols cannot be used to record where
literals come from.

4 A Two-stage Approach to Interpolation
We design a two-stage approach that separates the issues (1) and (2) of the above
analysis. In the first stage, the interpolation system is only concerned with making
sure that the interpolant is implied by A and inconsistent with B. It uses labels, A and
B, to keep track of where a literal in the proof comes from. The resulting interpolant
is a provisional interpolant, because it may contain colored symbols. Only in the
second stage is the interpolation system concerned with excluding colored symbols.
In order to assign labels to literals in refutations, we define a notion of labeled
Γ -proof tree. Its key properties are that labels are independent of signatures and substitutions, and are attached to all literals, including AB-mixed ones. For instance,
literals inherited by resolvents inherit the label of the corresponding literals in the
parents, and new literals built by equational replacement inherit the label of the literal paramodulated or superposed into, even if a substitution was applied.
Definition 10 (Labeled Γ -proof tree) A labeled Γ -proof tree is a Γ -proof tree where
literals in clauses are labeled by a label, denoted label(l, c) for literal l in clause c : C,
as follows:
– If c : C ∈ A, then for all l ∈ C, label(l, c) = A;
– If c : C ∈ B, then for all l ∈ C, label(l, c) = B;
– If c : (C ∨ D)σ is a resolvent of p 1 : l ∨ C and p2 : ¬l  ∨ D, then for all m ∈ C,
label(mσ , c) = label(m, p 1 ); and for all m ∈ D, label(mσ , c) = label(m, p 2 );
– If c : (l ∨ C)σ is a factor of p : l ∨ l  ∨ C, then for all m ∈ C, label(mσ , c) =
label(m, p), and

A if label(l, p) = label(l  , p) = A,
label(l σ , c) =
B otherwise;
– If c : (C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ is generated by paramodulating p 1 : s  r ∨C into p2 : l[s ] ∨
D, then for all m ∈ C, label(mσ , c) = label(m, p 1 ); for all m ∈ D, label(mσ , c) =
label(m, p2 ); and label(l[r]σ , c) = label(l[s ], p2 );
– If c : (C ∨l[r]  t ∨D)σ is generated by superposing p 1 : s  r ∨C into p2 : l[s ] 
t ∨D, then for all m ∈ C, label(mσ , c) = label(m, p 1 ); for all m ∈ D, label(mσ , c) =
label(m, p2 ); and label((l[r]  t)σ , c) = label(l[s ]  t, p2 );
– If c : Cσ is generated by reflection from p : s   s ∨C, then for all m ∈ C:
label(mσ , c) = label(m, p);
– If c : (t  t  ∨ s  t  ∨ C)σ is an equational factor of p : s  t ∨ s   t  ∨ C, then
for all m ∈ C, label(mσ , c) = label(m, p), and label((t  t  )σ , c) = label((s 
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A if label(s  t, p) = label(s  t  , p) = A,
B otherwise.

A clause generated by simplification is treated like a clause generated by paramodulation or superposition. Merging of identical literals is treated like a factoring step
with empty unifier.
Note that the cases for the factoring rules treat A and B asymmetrically, favoring B
(cf. Section 3 in [12] for a discussion of symmetry in interpolation systems).
Example 1 If L(x 1 , c)A ∨ P(x1 )A ∨ Q(x1 , y1 )A and ¬L(c, x2 )B ∨ P(x2 )B ∨ R(x2 , y2 )B
resolve on their first literals with mgu σ = {x 1 ← c, x2 ← c}, the resolvent is P(c) A ∨
Q(c, y1 )A ∨ P(c)B ∨ R(c, y2 )B , or Q(c, y1 )A ∨ P(c)B ∨ R(c, y2 )B after merging.
In the inductive approach to interpolation, interpolants are built by structural induction on a refutation of A ∪ B. The intermediate interpolants during the construction
are called partial interpolants. Intuitively, a partial interpolant is an interpolant relative to a clause in a refutation, so that a partial interpolant of the empty clause is
an interpolant. Indeed, if C occurs in a refutation of A ∪ B, it means that A ∧ B  C,
or A ∧ ¬C  ¬B ∨ C. Thus, one could seek an interpolant of A ∧ ¬C and ¬B ∨ C, or,
equivalently, a reverse interpolant of A ∧ ¬C and B ∧ ¬C. However, the signatures of
A ∧ ¬C and B ∧ ¬C are not necessarily Σ A and Σ B , unless C is transparent. Thus, the
definition of partial interpolant in the color-based approach applies projections with
respect to the signatures, or the colors, to the C in A ∧ ¬C and B ∧ ¬C. Since our interpolation system works by tracking literals by labels, rather than symbols, or colors,
we give a notion of projection based on labels (cf. Section 2 of [12] for a comparison with the color-based definitions). We consider disjunctions of literals, because
we work with clauses, and conjunctions of literals, that arise when negating clauses:
Definition 11 (Labeled projection) Let C be a disjunction (conjunction) of labeled
literals. The labeled projection of C on label X, denoted C| X , is the disjunction (conjunction) of literals of C that are labeled X. By convention, if C| X is empty, C|X = ⊥,
if C is a disjunction; and C|X = , if C is a conjunction.
Thus, (¬C)|X = ¬(C|X ), (C ∨ D)|X = C|X ∨ D|X and (C ∧ D)|X = C|X ∧ D|X . Unlike
those based on colors, labeled projections also commute with substitutions, because
labels are defined in such a way that substitutions have no bearing on them:
Proposition 1 For all occurrences of clauses (C ∨ D)σ , (C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ , and (C ∨
l[r]  t ∨D)σ , generated by resolution, including reflection, paramodulation, and superposition, including simplification, in a labeled Γ -proof tree, (C ∨ D)σ | X = (C|X ∨
D|X )σ . For all occurrences of factors (l ∨C)σ and (t  t  ∨ s  t  ∨C)σ in a labeled
Γ -proof tree, (Cσ )|X = (C|X )σ .
Proof: It follows from Definitions 10 and 11.

2

The interpolation system computes first a provisional interpolant, which is not required to be transparent:
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Definition 12 (Provisional interpolant) A formula Iˆ is a provisional (reverse) interpolant of formulæ A and B such that A, B ⊥, or a provisional interpolant of (A, B),
if (i) A  Iˆ and (ii) B, Iˆ ⊥.
A provisional theory interpolant is defined analogously. Provisional partial interpolants also do not have to be transparent, and are defined using labeled projections:
Definition 13 (Provisional partial interpolant) A provisional partial interpolant

PI(C)
of a clause C occurring in a refutation of A ∪ B is a provisional interpolant of
A ∧ ¬(C|A ) and B ∧ ¬(C|B ).

As for partial interpolants, PI(2)
is a provisional interpolant of (A, B). Thus, a provisional interpolation system extracts from a labeled refutation a provisional interpolant, by associating to every clause a provisional partial interpolant.
Definition 14 (Complete provisional interpolation system) A provisional interpolation system is complete for an inference system Γ , if for all sets of clauses A and
B, such that A ∪ B is unsatisfiable, and for all Γ -refutations of A ∪ B, it generates a
provisional interpolant of (A, B).

For completeness, one shows that for all clauses C in the refutation, PI(C)
satisfies
Definition 13. We define a provisional interpolation system for Γ :
ˆ Let c : C be a clause in a laDefinition 15 (Provisional interpolation system Γ I)
beled Γ -refutation of A ∪ B:

– If c : C ∈ A, then PI(c)
= ⊥,

– If c : C ∈ B, then PI(c)
= ,

– If c : C is generated by a Γ -inference from premises p 1 and p2 , PI(c)
is defined
as follows:
– Resolution: c : (C ∨ D)σ generated from p 1 : l ∨ C and p2 : ¬l  ∨ D with σ
mgu of l and l  :

 1 ) ∨ PI(p
 2 ))σ ,
• If label(l, p1 ) = label(¬l  , p2 ) = A, then PI(c)
= (PI(p

 1 ) ∧ PI(p
 2 ))σ ,
• If label(l, p1 ) = label(¬l  , p2 ) = B, then PI(c)
= (PI(p

 1 )) ∧
= [(l ∨ PI(p
• If label(l, p1 ) = A and label(¬l  , p2 ) = B, then PI(c)
 2 )]σ , and
PI(p

 1 ) ∧ (¬l  ∨
• If label(l, p1 ) = B and label(¬l  , p2 ) = A, then PI(c)
= [PI(p
 2 ))]σ ;
PI(p
– Factoring: c : (l ∨C)σ generated from p : l ∨ l  ∨C, with σ mgu of l and l  :


PI(p)
σ
if label(l, p) = label(l  , p),

PI(c)
=

(l ∨ PI(p))σ otherwise;
– Paramodulation: c : (C ∨l[r]∨D)σ generated from p 1 : s  r ∨C and p2 : l[s ]∨
D; and Superposition: c : (C ∨ l[r]  t ∨ D)σ generated from p 1 : s  r ∨C and
p2 : l[s ]  t ∨ D, with σ mgu of s and s  :

 1 )∨ PI(p
 2 ))σ ,
• If label(s  r, p1 ) = label(l[s ], p2 ) = A, then PI(c)
= (PI(p

 1 )∧ PI(p
 2 ))σ ,
• If label(s  r, p1 ) = label(l[s ], p2 ) = B, then PI(c)
= (PI(p
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• If label(s  r, p1 ) = A and label(l[s ], p2 ) = B, then PI(c)
= [(s  r ∨
 1 )) ∧ PI(p
 2 )]σ ,
PI(p

 1) ∧
• If label(s  r, p1 ) = B and label(l[s ], p2 ) = A, then PI(c)
= [PI(p
 2 ))]σ ;
(s  r ∨ PI(p
– Reflection: c : Cσ generated from p : s   s ∨ C, with σ mgu of s and s  :


PI(c)
= PI(p)
σ;
– Equational factoring: c : (t  t  ∨ s  t  ∨C)σ generated from p : s  t ∨ s  
t  ∨C, with σ mgu of s and s  :


• If label(s  t, p) = label(s   t  , p), then PI(c)
= PI(p)
σ,

• If label(s  t, p) = A and label(s   t  , p) = B, then PI(c)
= (s  t ∨

PI(p))
σ,

• If label(s  t, p) = B and label(s   t  , p) = A, then PI(c)
= (s  t  ∨

PI(p))
σ.
Simplification is treated as a special case of paramodulation and superposition, where
C is empty and σ is a matching substitution that modifies only variables in s  r
and applies only to term r in the resulting clause. In most cases, Γ Iˆ builds provisional interpolants by adding A-labeled literals that were resolved upon, factorized
with, or paramodulated into B-labeled literals, and applying the most general unifier.
The exception is the addition of the negation of those B-labeled literals that were
paramodulated into A-labeled literals. Intuitively, the added literals represent a sort
of communication interface between the A side and the B side of the problem. By
using Proposition 1, we show that Γ Iˆ is complete:
Theorem 2 Γ Iˆ is a complete provisional interpolation system for Γ .
Proof: We need to prove that for all clauses c : C in the refutation,


or, equivalently, A  C| A ∨ PI(c)
and
1. A ∧ ¬(C|A )  PI(c)


2. B ∧ ¬(C|B ) ∧ PI(c) ⊥ or, equivalently, B ∧ PI(c)  C|B .
The proof is by induction on the structure of the refutation.
Base cases:

– If c : C ∈ A, we have PI(c)
= ⊥, C|A = C, and C|B =⊥, so that (1) reduces to
A  C, which holds since C ∈ A, and (2) to ⊥ ⊥, which is trivial.

– If c : C ∈ B, we have PI(c)
= , C|A = ⊥ and C|B = C, so that (1) reduces to
A  , which holds trivially, and (2) to B  C, which holds since C ∈ B.
Inductive hypothesis: for k ∈ {1, 2} it holds that:
 k ) or, equivalently, A  p k |A ∨ PI(p
 k)
1. A ∧ ¬(pk |A )  PI(p
 k )  ⊥ or, equivalently, B ∧ PI(p
 k )  p k |B .
2. B ∧ ¬(pk |B ) ∧ PI(p
Inductive cases:
Resolution: c : (C ∨ D)σ is generated from p 1 : (l ∨C) and p2 : (¬l  ∨ D), with σ mgu
of l and l  . There are four cases:
– label(l, p1 ) = label(¬l  , p2 ) = A; then (l ∨ C)|A = l ∨ C|A , (¬l  ∨ D)|A = ¬l  ∨
D|A , (l ∨C)|B = C|B and (¬l  ∨ D)|B = D|B :
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 1 ) ∨ PI(p
 2 ))σ
1. A  (C ∨ D)σ |A ∨ (PI(p
 1 ) and A  ¬l  ∨
From inductive hypothesis (1) we have A  l ∨ C| A ∨ PI(p
 2 ). A resolution step yields A  (C| A ∨ PI(p
 1 ) ∨ D|A ∨ PI(p
 2 ))σ ,
D|A ∨ PI(p
which gives the required by reordering of literals and applying Proposition 1.
 2 ))σ  (C ∨ D)σ |B
 1 ) ∨ PI(p
2. B ∧ (PI(p
 1 )  C|B and B∧ PI(p
 2 )  D|B
From inductive hypothesis (2) we have B∧ PI(p
whence the inductive conclusion follows with another application of Proposition 1. For brevity, in all following cases Proposition 1 will be applied silently.
– label(l, p1 ) = label(¬l  , p2 ) = B; then (l ∨ C)|A = C|A , (¬l  ∨ D)|A = D|A , (l ∨
C)|B = l ∨C|B and (¬l  ∨ D)|B = ¬l  ∨ D|B :
 1 ) ∧ PI(p
 2 ))σ is equivalent to
1. A  (C ∨ D)σ |A ∨ (PI(p
 1 ) ∧ PI(p
 2 ))σ or
A  Cσ |A ∨ Dσ |A ∨ (PI(p
 1 )σ ) ∧ (Cσ |A ∨ Dσ |A ∨ PI(p
 2 )σ ).
A  (Cσ |A ∨ Dσ |A ∨ PI(p
 1 ) and A  D|A ∨
From inductive hypothesis (1) we have A  C| A ∨ PI(p
 2 ), whence A  (C|A ∨ PI(p
 1 )) ∧ (D|A ∨ PI(p
 2 )) which implies the rePI(p
quired.
 2 ))σ  (C ∨ D)σ |B
 1 ) ∧ PI(p
2. B ∧ (PI(p
 1 )  l ∨C|B and B ∧ PI(p
 2) 
From inductive hypothesis (2) we have B ∧ PI(p
 1 ) ∨ l ∨ C|B and B  ¬PI(p
 2 ) ∨ ¬l  ∨
¬l  ∨ D|B , or, equivalently, B  ¬ PI(p
 1 ) ∨ C|B ∨ ¬PI(p
 2 ) ∨ D|B )σ or B ∧
D|B ; by resolution these give B  (¬ PI(p
 1 ) ∧ PI(p
 2 ))σ  (C|B ∨ D|B )σ . The required thus follows.
(PI(p
– label(l, p1 ) = A and label(¬l  , p2 ) = B; then (l ∨ C)|A = l ∨ C|A , (¬l  ∨ D)|A =
D|A , (l ∨C)|B = C|B and (¬l  ∨ D)|B = ¬l  ∨ D|B :
 1 )) ∧ PI(p
 2 )]σ is equivalent to
1. A  (C ∨ D)σ |A ∨ [(l ∨ PI(p
 1 )]σ ∧ [C|A ∨ D|A ∨ PI(p
 2 )]σ .
A  [C|A ∨ D|A ∨ l ∨ PI(p
 1 ) and A  D|A ∨
From inductive hypothesis (1) we have A  l ∨ C| A ∨ PI(p
 2 ), which together imply the required.
PI(p
 2 )]σ  (C ∨ D)σ |B
 1 )) ∧ PI(p
2. B ∧ [(l ∨ PI(p
 1 ))σ :
By case analysis on (l ∨ PI(p
 1 )σ holds, it suffices to establish B ∧ (PI(p
 1 ) ∧ PI(p
 2 ))σ  (C ∨
(a) If PI(p

D)σ |B . From inductive hypothesis (2) we have B ∧ PI(p1 )  C|B , which
proves it.
 2 ))σ  (C ∨ D)σ |B , which
(b) If l σ holds, it suffices to establish B ∧ (l ∧ PI(p

is equivalent to B ∧ PI(p2 )σ  ¬l σ ∨ Cσ |B ∨ Dσ |B . From inductive hy 2 )  ¬l  ∨D|B which proves our target since
pothesis (2) we have B∧ PI(p

l σ = lσ .
– label(l, p1 ) = B and label(¬l  , p2 ) = A; then (l ∨C)|A = C|A , (¬l  ∨ D)|A = ¬l  ∨
D|A , (l ∨C)|B = l ∨C|B and (¬l  ∨ D)|B = D|B :
 1 ) ∧ (¬l  ∨ PI(p
 2 ))]σ is equivalent to
1. A  (C ∨ D)σ |A ∨ [PI(p


 2 ))]σ or A  (C|A ∨D|A ∨ PI(p
 1 ))σ ∧
A  C|A σ ∨D|A σ ∨[PI(p1 )∧(¬l ∨ PI(p


(C|A ∨D|A ∨¬l ∨ PI(p2 ))σ . From inductive hypothesis (1) we have A  C| A ∨
 1 ) and A  ¬l  ∨ D|A ∨ PI(p
 2 ), which together give the required.
PI(p



2. B ∧ [PI(p1 ) ∧ (¬l ∨ PI(p2 ))]σ  (C ∨ D)σ |B
 2 )σ :
By case analysis on ¬l  σ ∨ PI(p

 1 )σ ∧ ¬l  σ  (C ∨ D)σ |B
(a) If ¬l σ holds, it suffices to establish B ∧ PI(p


which is equivalent to B ∧ PI(p1 )σ  l σ ∨C|B σ ∨ D|B σ . From inductive
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 1 )  l ∨ C|B which implies the required
hypothesis (2) we have B ∧ PI(p
since l σ = l  σ .
 2 )σ holds, it suffices to establish B ∧ PI(p
 1 )σ ∧ PI(p
 2 )σ  (C ∨
(b) If PI(p
 1 )σ ∧ PI(p
 2 )σ  C|B σ ∨ D|B σ . From inductive hyD)σ |B or B ∧ PI(p
 2 )  D|B , which establishes the required.
pothesis (2) we have B ∧ PI(p
Factoring: c : (C ∨ l)σ is generated from p : (l ∨ l  ∨C), with σ mgu of l and l  . There
are again four cases:
– label(l, p) = label(l  , p) = A; then (l ∨ l  ∨C)|A = l ∨ l  ∨C|A , (l ∨C)σ |A = l σ ∨
C|A σ , (l ∨ l  ∨C)|B = C|B and (l ∨C)σ |B = C|B σ :

1. A  l σ ∨C|A σ ∨ PI(p)
σ

It follows from inductive hypothesis (1) A  l ∨ l  ∨C|A ∨ PI(p)
and l σ = l  σ .

σ  C|B σ
2. B ∧ PI(p)

It follows from inductive hypothesis (2) B ∧ PI(p)
 C|B .
– label(l, p) = label(l  , p) = B; then (l ∨ l  ∨C)|A = C|A , (l ∨C)σ |A = C|A σ , (l ∨
l  ∨C)|B = l ∨ l  ∨C|B and (l ∨C)σ |B = l σ ∨C|B σ :

1. A  C|A σ ∨ PI(p)
σ

It follows from inductive hypothesis (1) A  C| A ∨ PI(p).

2. B ∧ PI(p)
σ  l σ ∨C|B σ

It follows from inductive hypothesis (2) B ∧ PI(p)
 l ∨ l  ∨C|B and l σ = l  σ .


– label(l, p) = A and label(l , p) = B; then (l ∨ l ∨ C)|A = l ∨ C|A , (l ∨ C)σ |A =
C|A σ , (l ∨ l  ∨C)|B = l  ∨C|B and (l ∨C)σ |B = l σ ∨C|B σ :

σ
1. A  C|A σ ∨ l σ ∨ PI(p)

It follows from inductive hypothesis (1) A  l ∨C| A ∨ PI(p).

2. B ∧ (l ∨ PI(p))
σ  l σ ∨C|B σ

which is equivalent to (B ∧ l σ ) ∨ (B ∧ PI(p)
σ )  l σ ∨C|B σ .

B ∧ l σ  l σ ∨C|B σ is trivial. B ∧ PI(p)
σ  l σ ∨C|B σ follows from inductive

hypothesis (2) B ∧ PI(p)
 l  ∨C|B since l  σ = l σ .

– label(l, p) = B and label(l , p) = A; then (l ∨ l  ∨ C)|A = l  ∨ C|A , (l ∨ C)σ |A =
C|A σ , (l ∨ l  ∨C)|B = l ∨C|B and (l ∨C)σ |B = l σ ∨C|B σ :

σ
1. A  C|A σ ∨ l σ ∨ PI(p)

It follows from inductive hypothesis (1) A  l  ∨C|A ∨ PI(p)
because l σ = l  σ .

2. B ∧ (l ∨ PI(p))
σ  l σ ∨C|B σ

which is equivalent to (B ∧ l σ ) ∨ (B ∧ PI(p)
σ )  C|B σ ∨ l σ

B ∧ l σ  l σ ∨C|B σ is trivial. B ∧ PI(p)
σ  l σ ∨C|B σ follows from inductive

hypothesis (2) B ∧ PI(p)
 l ∨C|B .
Paramodulation: c : (C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ is generated from p 1 : (s  r ∨C) and p2 : (l[s ] ∨
D) with mgu σ of s and s  . There are four cases:
– label(s  r, p1 ) = label(l[s ], p2 ) = A; then (s  r ∨ C)|A = s  r ∨ C|A , (l[s ] ∨
D)|A = l[s ] ∨ D|A , (C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ |A = C|A σ ∨ l[r]σ ∨ D|A σ , (s  r ∨C)|B = C|B ,
(l[s ] ∨ D)|B = D|B and (C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ |B = C|B σ ∨ D|B σ :
 1 )σ ∨ PI(p
 2 )σ
1. A  C|A σ ∨ l[r]σ ∨ D|A σ ∨ PI(p
 1 ) and A  l[s ] ∨ D|A ∨
Inductive hypothesis (1) gives A  s  r ∨C| A ∨ PI(p
 2 ). By a paramodulation step we get A  (C| A ∨ l[r] ∨ D|A ∨ PI(p
 1) ∨
PI(p
 2 ))σ from which the required follows.
PI(p
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 1 ) ∨ PI(p
 2 ))σ  C|B σ ∨ D|B σ
2. B ∧ (PI(p
 1 )  C|B and B∧ PI(p
 2) 
From inductive hypothesis (2) we have that B∧ PI(p
D|B , which gives the inductive conclusion.
– label(s  r, p1 ) = label(l[s ], p2 ) = B; then (s  r ∨ C)|A = C|A , (l[s ] ∨ D)|A =
D|A , (C ∨l[r]∨D)σ |A = C|A σ ∨D|A σ , (s  r ∨C)|B = s  r ∨C|B , (l[s ]∨D)|B =
l[s ] ∨ D|B and (C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ |B = C|B σ ∨ l[r]σ ∨ D|B σ :
 1 ) ∧ PI(p
 2 ))σ or, equivalently,
1. A  C|A σ ∨ D|A σ ∨ (PI(p
 1 ))σ ∧ (C|A ∨ D|A ∨ PI(p
 2 ))σ .
A  (C|A ∨ D|A ∨ PI(p
 1 ) and A  D|A ∨ PI(p
 2 ),
By inductive hypothesis (1) we have A  C| A ∨ PI(p
which together give the desired conclusion.
 1 ) ∧ PI(p
 2 ))σ  C|B σ ∨ l[r]σ ∨ D|B σ .
2. B ∧ (PI(p
 2) 
 1 )  s  r ∨C|B and B∧ PI(p
By inductive hypothesis (2) we have B∧ PI(p
 1 )∨s  r ∨C|B and B  ¬PI(p
 2 )∨l[s ]∨
l[s ]∨D|B , or, equivalently, B  ¬ PI(p
 1 ) ∨ ¬PI(p
 2 ) ∨C|B ∨ l[r] ∨
D|B , which by paramodulation produce B  (¬ PI(p
D|B )σ , so that the inductive conclusion follows.
– label(s  r, p1 ) = A and label(l[s ], p2 ) = B; then (s  r ∨ C)|A = s  r ∨ C|A ,
(l[s ]∨D)|A = D|A , (C ∨l[r]∨D)σ |A = C|A σ ∨D|A σ , (s  r ∨C)|B = C|B , (l[s ]∨
D)|B = l[s ] ∨ D|B and (C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ |B = C|B σ ∨ l[r]σ ∨ D|B σ :
 1 )) ∧ PI(p
 2 )]σ or, equivalently,
1. A  C|A σ ∨ D|A σ ∨ [(s  r ∨ PI(p
 1 ))σ ∧ (C|A ∨ D|A ∨ PI(p
 2 ))σ .
A  (C|A ∨ D|A ∨ s  r ∨ PI(p
 1 ) and A 
From inductive hypothesis (1) we have A  s  r ∨ C| A ∨ PI(p
 2 ), which together give the inductive conclusion.
D|A ∨ PI(p
 2 )]σ  C|B σ ∨ l[r]σ ∨ D|B σ
 1 )) ∧ PI(p
2. B ∧ [(s  r ∨ PI(p
 1 )σ :
By case analysis on (s  r)σ ∨ PI(p
 1 )∧ PI(p
 2 ))σ  C|B σ ∨
 1 )σ holds, it suffices to establish B∧(PI(p
(a) If PI(p
 1) 
l[r]σ ∨ D|B σ which follows from inductive hypothesis (2) B ∧ PI(p
C|B .
 2 )σ  C|B σ ∨
(b) If (s  r)σ holds, it suffices to establish B∧(s  r)σ ∧ PI(p
 2 )σ  C|B σ ∨
l[r]σ ∨ D|B σ , which is equivalent to B ∧ (s  r)σ ∧ PI(p
l[s]σ ∨ D|B σ since (s  r)σ holds. By inductive hypothesis (2) we have
 2 )  l[s ] ∨ D|B , which proves the required since sσ = s  σ .
B ∧ PI(p
– label(s  r, p1 ) = B and label(l[s ], p2 ) = A; then (s  r ∨ C)|A = C|A , (l[s ] ∨
D)|A = l[s ] ∨ D|A , (C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ |A = C|A σ ∨ l[r]σ ∨ D|A σ , (s  r ∨C)|B = s 
r ∨C|B , (l[s ] ∨ D)|B = D|B and (C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ |B = C|B σ ∨ D|B σ :
 1 ) ∧ (s  r ∨ PI(p
 2 ))]σ
1. A ∧ ¬(C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ |A  [PI(p
We need to show:
 1 )σ , or, equivalently, A  C| A σ ∨ l[r]σ ∨
(a) A ∧ ¬(C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ |A  PI(p

D|A σ ∨ PI(p1 )σ , which follows from inductive hypothesis (1) A  C| A ∨
 1 ).
PI(p
 2 ))σ which is equivalent to A ∧
(b) A ∧ ¬(C ∨ l[r] ∨ D)σ |A  (s  r ∨ PI(p
 2 )σ . By applying the equa¬C|A σ ∧ ¬l[r]σ ∧ ¬D|A σ ∧ (s  r)σ  PI(p
tion (s  r)σ , this in turn is equivalent to A ∧ ¬C| A σ ∧ ¬l[s]σ ∧ ¬D|A σ ∧
 2 )σ and finally to A  C|A σ ∨ l[s]σ ∨ D|A σ ∨ (s  r)σ ∨
(s  r)σ  PI(p

PI(p2 )σ . By inductive hypothesis (1) we have that A  l[s  ] ∨ D|A ∨
 2 ), which proves the required since sσ = s  σ .
PI(p
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 1 ) ∧ (s  r ∨ PI(p
 2 ))]σ  C|B σ ∨ D|B σ .
2. B ∧ [PI(p
 2 )σ :
By case analysis on (s  r)σ ∨ PI(p
 1 ) ∧ s  r)σ  C|B σ ∨
(a) If (s  r)σ holds, it suffices to show that B ∧ ( PI(p
 1 )σ  (s  r)σ ∨ C|B σ ∨ D|B σ . From
D|B σ , or, equivalently, B ∧ PI(p
 1 )  s  r ∨C|B , which proves
inductive hypothesis (2) we have B ∧ PI(p
the required.
 1 )∧ PI(p
 2 ))σ  C|B σ ∨
 2 )σ holds, it suffices to show that B∧( PI(p
(b) If PI(p
 2 )  D|B , which
D|B σ . From inductive hypothesis (2) we have B ∧ PI(p
proves the required.
Reflection: c : Cσ is generated from p : s   s ∨C, with σ mgu of s and s  . There
are two cases:
– label(s  s, p) = A; then (s  s ∨C)|A = s  s ∨C|A and (s  s ∨C)|B = C|B :

1. A  Cσ |A ∨ PI(c)

From inductive hypothesis (1) we have A  s   s ∨C|A ∨ PI(p),
whence

σ , and the inductive conclusion follows beA  s σ  sσ ∨Cσ |A ∨ PI(p)


cause s σ = sσ and PI(c)
= PI(p)
σ.

2. B ∧ PI(c)
 C σ |B

From inductive hypothesis (2) we have B ∧ PI(p)
 C|B whence B 


¬PI(p)
σ ∨  Cσ |B , and the inductive conclusion follows from PI(c)
=

PI(p)
σ.
– label(s  s, p) = B; then (s  s∨C)|A = C|A , and (s  s∨C)|B = s  s∨C|B :
the rest is symmetric to the above.
Equational factoring: c : (t  t  ∨ s  t  ∨ C)σ is generated from p : s  t ∨ s  
t  ∨C with mgu σ of s and s  . There are three cases, because the two where s  t
and s  t  have the same label can be merged:
– label(s  t, p) = label(s  t  , p); then, by Definition 10, the same label is
given to (t  t  )σ and (s  t  )σ in the factor:

σ
1. A  (t  t  ∨ s  t  ∨C)σ |A ∨ PI(p)

It follows from inductive hypothesis (1) A  (s  t ∨s   t  ∨C)|A ∨ PI(p),
with a step of equational factoring, if the label of the equations is A,
without, if it is B.

σ  (t  t  ∨ s  t  ∨C)σ |B
2. B ∧ PI(p)

It follows from inductive hypothesis (2) B ∧ PI(p)
 (s  t ∨ s  t  ∨C)|B
through a step of equational factoring, if the label of the equations is B,
without, if it is A.
– label(s  t, p) = A and label(s   t  , p) = B; then, by Definition 10, label((s 
t  )σ , c) = label((t  t  )σ , c) = B, (s  t ∨ s  t  ∨ C)|A = s  t ∨ C|A , (s 
t ∨ s  t  ∨ C)|B = s  t  ∨ C|B , (t  t  ∨ s  t  ∨ C)σ |A = C|A σ and (t 
t  ∨ s  t  ∨C)σ |B = (t  t  )σ ∨ (s  t  )σ ∨C|B σ :

1. A  C|A σ ∨ (s  t ∨ PI(p))
σ

It follows from inductive hypothesis (1) A  s  t ∨C| A ∨ PI(p).



2. B ∧ (s  t ∨ PI(p))σ  (t  t )σ ∨ (s  t )σ ∨C|B σ

By case analysis on (s  t)σ ∨ PI(p)
σ:
(a) If (s  t)σ holds, it suffices to show B ∧ (s  t)σ  (t  t  )σ ∨ (s 
t  )σ ∨C|B σ . Since (s  t)σ holds, this is equivalent to B ∧ (s  t)σ 
(t  t  )σ ∨ (t  t  )σ ∨C|B σ , which holds trivially.
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(b) If PI(p)
σ holds, it suffices to show B ∧ PI(p)
σ  (t  t  )σ ∨ (s 


t )σ ∨C|B σ . As sσ = s σ , this follows from inductive hypothesis (2)

B ∧ PI(p)
 s  t  ∨C|B .
– label(s  t, p) = B and label(s   t  , p) = A; then, by Definition 10, label((s 
t  )σ , c) = label((t  t  )σ , c) = B, (s  t ∨ s  t  ∨C)|A = s  t  ∨C|A , (s 
t ∨s  t  ∨C)|B = s  t ∨C|B , (t  t  ∨s  t  ∨C)σ |A = C|A σ and (t  t  ∨s 
t  ∨C)σ |B = (t  t  )σ ∨ (s  t  )σ ∨C|B σ :

1. A  C|A σ ∨ (s  t  ∨ PI(p))
σ

It follows from inductive hypothesis (1) A  s   t  ∨C|A ∨ PI(p).

2. B ∧ (s  t  ∨ PI(p))
σ  (t  t  )σ ∨ (s  t  )σ ∨C|B σ

By case analysis on (s  t  )σ ∨ PI(p)
σ:
(a) If (s  t  )σ holds, it suffices to establish B ∧ (s  t  )σ  (t  t  )σ ∨
(s  t  )σ ∨C|B σ . Since sσ = s σ , this is equivalent to B∧(s  t  )σ 
(t  t  )σ ∨ (s  t  )σ ∨C|B σ , which holds trivially.


σ holds, it suffices to establish B ∧ PI(p)
σ  (t  t  )σ ∨ (s 
(b) If PI(p)


t )σ ∨ C|B σ . Consider the disjunct (t  t )σ : if it holds, the conclusion holds; otherwise, (t  t  )σ holds, and the target reduces to

B∧ PI(p)
σ  (s  t)σ ∨C|B σ , which follows from inductive hypoth
esis (2) B ∧ PI(p)
 s  t ∨C|B .
Superposition is treated like paramodulation, with l[s] replaced by l[s]  t, and the
case analysis for simplification is subsumed by those for paramodulation and superposition.
2
ˆ
The following lemma characterizes the provisional interpolants produced by Γ I:
Lemma 1 A provisional interpolant Iˆ generated by Γ Iˆ is a formula in negation normal form, where all variables, if any, are implicitly universally quantified and all
predicate symbols are either interpreted or transparent.
Proof: By construction, the only connectives occurring in Iˆ are ∨, ∧ and ¬, and ¬
applies only to atoms; thus, Iˆ is in negation normal form. Γ Iˆ constructs Iˆ by adding
instances of literals resolved upon, factorized or paramodulated from. These instances
are not necessarily ground, and therefore Iˆ may contain variables, that are implicitly
universally quantified, because they come from clauses where all variables are implicˆ the predicate symbol is
itly universally quantified. For equational literals added to I,
equality which is interpreted. Non-equational literals are added if they are A-labeled
literals that resolved upon or factorized with B-labeled literals. Unifiable literals have
the same predicate symbol. An A-labeled literal and a B-labeled literal have the same
predicate symbol only if the symbol is transparent. Thus, all literals in Iˆ have either
interpreted or transparent predicate symbols.
2

5 A Complete Interpolation System
In the second stage, the interpolation system applies to the provisional interpolant
a transformation called lifting, which replaces colored constants by quantified vari-
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ables. This is an idea that appeared as early as [21]. It is sufficient to obtain a transparent formula if the only colored symbols in the formula are constants:
Definition 16 (Color-flat formula) A closed formula F is color-flat, if its only colored symbols are constant symbols.
By Lemma 1, provisional interpolants generated by Γ Iˆ do not contain colored predicate symbols, and therefore they are color-flat if, in addition, all their function symbols are either interpreted or transparent.
Definition 17 (Lifting) Given a color-flat formula F = ∀v̄.G in prenex normal form,
where the matrix G is in negation normal form, and either the prefix ∀v̄ is empty and
G is ground, or ∀v̄ contains universal quantifiers for all variables in G, let CC(G) be
the set of the colored constants occurring in G. The lifting of F, denoted Lift(F), is the
formula Lift(F) = Qx̄.∀v̄.G  , where G is G with all occurrences of each c ∈ CC(G)
replaced by a new quantified variable x, whose quantifier is ∃ if c is A-colored, ∀ if c
is B-colored, and Qx̄ is the prefix of quantifiers thus inserted.
By Lemma 1, provisional interpolants generated by Γ Iˆ are in negation normal form
with all variables, if any, universally quantified, and therefore they satisfy the requirements of the definition of lifting. Variables introduced by lifting are requested to be
new, even if they are quantified, so that variables in the result are standardized apart.
The order of quantifiers is immaterial since only constants are lifted. Next, we show
that the lifting of a color-flat provisional interpolant gives an interpolant.
ˆ ⊥.
Lemma 2 If Iˆ is a color-flat provisional interpolant of (A, B), then B, Lift( I)
ˆ ⊥.
Proof: By Definition 12, we have B, Iˆ ⊥. We show that B, Iˆ ⊥ implies B, Lift(I)
ˆ
By way of contradiction assume that B ∧ Lift( I) is consistent, with a model M =
D, Φ , where D is the domain and Φ the interpretation function, such that M |=
ˆ We build a model M  = D, Φ   such that M  |= B ∧ I.
ˆ By Definition 17,
B ∧ Lift(I).
ˆI and Lift(I)
ˆ are in negation normal form, which means that no quantifier falls in the
scope of an occurrence of negation, and therefore universal (existential) quantifiers
ˆ  be the instance of Lift(I),
ˆ where the uniare truly universal (existential). Let Lift( I)
versally quantified variables introduced by lifting are replaced by the corresponding
ˆ implies M |= Lift(I)
ˆ  . Let
B-colored constants originally in I.ˆ Clearly, M |= Lift(I)

Φ be identical to Φ in the interpretation of B-colored and transparent symbols. Aˆ and therefore are not interpreted by Φ .
colored symbols do not appear in B ∧ Lift( I),
Since Iˆ is color-flat, its only A-colored symbols are constants. Let c a be an A-colored
ˆ and Lift(I)
ˆ  , let
constant that occurs in I.ˆ Since ca is replaced by an ∃x in Lift( I)
ˆ and Lift(I)
ˆ .
Φ  (ca ) be the element d ∈ D used by M for x when satisfying Lift( I)
Then, M  |= B follows from M |= B, because the two interpretations are identical on
ˆ  , because the
B-colored and transparent symbols. M  |= Iˆ follows from M |= Lift(I)
ˆ  is that where Iˆ has an A-colored constant c a ,
only difference between Iˆ and Lift(I)
ˆ  has an existentially quantified variable x, and M  interprets ca exactly with
Lift(I)
ˆ  . In conclusion, M  |= B ∧ I,ˆ a
the element of D that M assigns to x to satisfy Lift( I)
contradiction.
2
The second lemma works dually on the A side, with the rôles of A and B exchanged:
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ˆ
Lemma 3 If Iˆ is a color-flat provisional interpolant of (A, B), then A  Lift( I).
Proof: By Definition 12, we have A  I,ˆ or A ∧ ¬Iˆ ⊥. We show that A ∧ ¬Iˆ ⊥ imˆ ⊥. By way of contradiction, assume that A ∧ ¬Lift( I)
ˆ is consistent,
plies A ∧ ¬Lift(I)
ˆ
with model M = D, Φ , such that M |= A ∧ ¬Lift( I). We build a model M  = D, Φ  
ˆ We reduce ¬Iˆ and ¬Lift(I)
ˆ to negation normal form by apsuch that M  |= A ∧ ¬I.
plying De Morgan laws, which push the negation inside, turning ∃ into ∀ and ∀ into
ˆ † denote the negation normal forms of ¬ Iˆ and ¬Lift(I).
ˆ
ˆ † and (¬Lift(I))
∃: let (¬I)
ˆ
Since reduction to negation normal form preserves logical equivalence, M |= ¬Lift( I)
ˆ † suffices to prove M  |= ¬I.
ˆ The
ˆ † , and proving M  |= (¬I)
implies M |= (¬Lift(I))
variables introduced by lifting to replace the A-colored constants in Iˆ are existentially
ˆ †  be the
ˆ and universally quantified in (¬Lift( I))
ˆ † . Let (¬Lift(I))
quantified in Lift(I)
ˆ † , where these variables are replaced by the corresponding Ainstance of (¬Lift(I))
ˆ Clearly, M |= (¬Lift(I))
ˆ † implies M |= (¬Lift(I))
ˆ † .
colored constants originally in I.
Let Φ  be identical to Φ in the interpretation of A-colored and transparent symbols.
ˆ and therefore are not interpreted by
B-colored symbols do not appear in A ∧ ¬Lift( I),
ˆ † are constants. Let
Φ . Since Iˆ is color-flat, the only B-colored symbols in ¬ Iˆ and (¬I)
ˆ Since cb is replaced by a ∀x in Lift( I),
ˆ it
cb be a B-colored constant that occurs in ¬ I.
ˆ † . Let Φ  (cb ) be the element d ∈ D used by M for
is replaced by an ∃x in (¬Lift( I))
ˆ †  . Then, M  |= A follows from M |= A,
ˆ † and (¬Lift(I))
x when satisfying (¬Lift(I))
because the two interpretations are identical on A-colored and transparent symbols.
ˆ † follows from M |= (¬Lift(I))
ˆ †  , because the only difference between
M  |= (¬I)

†
†
ˆ and (¬Lift(I))
ˆ
ˆ † has a B-colored constant c b , (¬Lift(I))
ˆ †
(¬I)
is that where (¬I)

has an existentially quantified variable x, and M interprets cb exactly with the eleˆ a
ˆ †  . In conclusion, M  |= A ∧ ¬I,
ment of D that M assigns to x to satisfy (¬Lift( I))
contradiction.
2
These lemmas explain why lifting replaces A-colored constants by existentially quantified variables, and B-colored constants by universally quantified variables. In Lemma 2, where we reason in a model of B, A-colored constants are new, and their interpretation can be built based on that of existentially quantified variables. When Iˆ
ˆ are negated, B-colored constants turn out to be replaced by existentially
and Lift(I)
quantified variables. Thus, in Lemma 3, where we reason in a model of A, it is the
turn of B-colored constants to be new, and have their interpretation built based on that
of existentially quantified variables. The following theorem gives the final result:
ˆ is an
Theorem 3 If Iˆ is a color-flat provisional interpolant of (A, B), then Lift( I)
interpolant of (A, B).
ˆ satisfies the definition of interpolant: (i) A  Lift( I)
ˆ holds by Lemma 3;
Proof: Lift(I)
ˆ
ˆ
(ii) B, Lift(I) ⊥ holds by Lemma 2; and (iii) Lift( I) is transparent.
2
An interpolation system for Γ is obtained by combining Γ Iˆ and lifting:
Definition 18 (Interpolation system Γ I) For all Γ -refutations of A ∪ B, the interˆ where Iˆ is the provisional interpolant of
polant of (A, B) produced by Γ I is Lift( I),
ˆ
(A, B) computed by Γ I.
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Corollary 1 Γ I is a complete interpolation system for Γ for interpolation problems
whose provisional interpolant is color-flat.
2

Proof: It follows from Theorems 2 and 3.
We give next a complete example.

Example 2 Suppose A = { f (x)  g(a, x)}, B = {P( f (b)), ¬P(g(y, b))}, so that Σ A =
{ f , g, a}, Σ B = {P, f , g, b}, and the ordering used by Γ -inferences is a recursive
path ordering based on partial precedence f > g > a. Γ produces the refutation:
f (x)  g(a, x)(A)

P( f (b))(B)

P(g(a, b))(B)

{x ← b}

¬P(g(y, b))(B)

2

{y ← a}

where the mgu is written next to the inference line. The first step paramodulates an
A-labeled equation into a B-labeled literal, so that

PI(P(g(a,
b))) = ( f (b)  g(a, b) ∨ ⊥) ∧  = f (b)  g(a, b).

The second inference resolves upon two B-labeled literals, hence Iˆ1 = PI(2)
= f (b) 
ˆ
g(a, b) ∧  = f (b)  g(a, b). The interpolant is I 1 = Lift(I1 ) = ∀v. ∃w. f (v)  g(w, v),
where the universally quantified variable v replaces the B-colored constant b, and
the existentially quantified variable w replaces the A-colored constant a. The order
of the quantifiers is arbitrary, which means ∃w. ∀v. f (v)  g(w, v) is also an interpolant. If we swap A and B, and a and b, we have A = {P( f (a)), ¬P(g(y, a))},
B = { f (x)  g(b, x)}, Σ A = {P, f , g, a}, and Σ B = { f , g, b}, with partial precedence
f > g > b. The Γ -refutation is
f (x)  g(b, x)(B)

P( f (a))(A)

P(g(b, a))(A)
2

{x ← a}

¬P(g(y, a))(A)

{y ← b}

The first inference paramodulates a B-labeled equation into an A-labeled literal.
Thus,

PI(P(g(b,
a))) =  ∧ ( f (a)  g(b, a) ∨ ⊥) = f (a)  g(b, a).

= f (a)  g(b, a) ∨ ⊥ = f (a)  g(b, a).
The second inference produces Iˆ2 = PI(2)
ˆ
Then I2 = Lift(I2 ) = ∃v. ∀w. f (v)  g(w, v), where the existentially quantified variable
v replaces the A-colored constant a, and the universally quantified variable w replaces
the B-colored constant b. I 2 is the negation of I1 , as expected from Definition 2.
We conclude this section with a discussion of how the two stage approach can be
applied to DPLL(Γ +T ) [13]. A refutation by DPLL-CDCL (the Davis-PutnamLogemann-Loveland procedure for propositional satisfiability with Conflict-Driven
Clause Learning) is a refutation by propositional resolution. A refutation by DPLL(T )
is a refutation by DPLL-CDCL, where some leaves may be T -lemmas, rather than
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input clauses. If the T -decision procedure generates proofs, its proofs become subproofs of the DPLL(T )-refutation, and T -lemmas appear as roots of subproofs
rather than as leaves (cf. Section 2.4 in [12]).
A refutation by DPLL(Γ +T ) is a refutation by DPLL(T ) where also Γ -proof
trees appear as subtrees. Informally, DPLL(Γ +T ) works with hypothetical clauses
H  C, where C is a clause, and the hypothesis H is the set (conjunction) of ground
literals, coming from the candidate model built by DPLL(T ), that were used as
premises by Γ to infer C (cf. [13] for details). A hypothetical clause (l 1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln ) 
(l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm ) is interpreted as ¬l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬ln ∨ l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm . When the system detects
that a clause H  C generated by Γ , and such that C is ground, is in conflict with the
candidate model built by DPLL(T ), it generates the ground conflict clause ¬H ∨C,
and explains the conflict by resolution steps according to the DPLL-CDCL paradigm.
This includes as a special case the situation where C is empty. Thus, ¬H ∨C may enter a DPLL(Γ +T )-refutation, with its Γ -proof tree as subproof. Since a Γ -proof
tree is not necessarily ground, even if it generates a H C where C is ground, also the
refutation by DPLL(Γ +T ) is not necessarily ground.
Thus, one can combine Γ Iˆ with a provisional interpolation system for DPLL(T ),
to obtain a provisional interpolation system for DPLL(Γ +T ), and then apply lifting
to obtain interpolants from color-flat provisional interpolants. Because provisional
interpolants do not need to be transparent, the two stage approach may allow one to
weaken requirements on the DPLL(T ) side. For instance, the color-based interpolation systems for DPLL(T ) given in Section 5 of [12] assume that the T -decision
procedure generates proofs and interpolants. Assume that T is a union of theories T1 , . . . , Tn , and the T -decision procedure is obtained by combining by equality
sharing [54] (cf. Chapter 10 of [14] for a more recent presentation) T i -decision procedures for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The color-based interpolation system for equality sharing in
[12] requires that the T i ’s are convex equality-interpolating theories. This condition
ensures that the proof by equality sharing will not contain AB-mixed equalities, as required by the color-based approach. If all is needed are provisional interpolants, this
requirement may be avoided, and AB-mixed equalities remaining in the provisional
interpolant will be taken care of by lifting.
As a practical example where this weakening of requirements is useful, we mention model-based theory combination (MBTC) [23,13], which is an approach to the
implementation of equality sharing. MBTC works for those T i -decision procedures
that build a candidate T i -model Mi of the Ti -literals. Although this is a strong requirement, there exists, for instance, solvers for linear arithmetic that satisfy it (e.g.,
[31,23]). Then, MBTC lets the T i -decision procedure propagate equalities true in
Mi , rather than T i -entailed disjunctions of equalities between shared constants, as in
standard equality sharing. These equalities are only guesses, because it is not known
whether they are true in all T i -models. If one of them turns out to be inconsistent, a
conflict occurs. The backjumping mechanism of DPLL-CDCL withdraws the culprit
equality. For those decision procedures for which MBTC works, this also generates
enough information to fix M i . On the other hand, if a disjunction of equalities between
shared constants is Ti -entailed, at least one of them is true in M i .
The proof of refutational completeness of DPLL(Γ +T ) in [13] relies on the
standard result of completeness of equality sharing for disjoint and stably infinite
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theories (cf. Chapter 10 of [14]) with propagation of entailed disjunctions of equalities between shared constants. In practice, an implementation of DPLL(Γ +T ) may
use MBTC, for instance for linear arithmetic. If DPLL(Γ +T ) generates a refutation,
by soundness, it means that the input is unsatisfiable. Thus, all equalities guessed by
MBTC turn out to be inconsistent, are undone by backjumping, and cannot appear
in the refutation as unit T -lemmas. However, they may appear as disjuncts in nonunit T -lemmas. These equalities propagated by MBTC may be AB-mixed, so that
a color-based interpolation system for equality sharing does not apply. On the other
hand, a provisional interpolation system tolerates AB-mixed equalities, and therefore
the two-stage approach allows one to circumvent this practical problem.

6 Related Work
The approach in [42] is the closest to ours, because it also targets resolution and
paramodulation in first-order logic with equality, without restrictions to colored or
ground proofs, and works in two stages. It employs a notion of coming from A or from
B defined for predicate symbols and applied also to literals. Literals may also come
from both, which is justified in [42] with factoring. However, also other inference
rules may match and mix what comes from A with what comes from B when they
unify literals. When the notion is applied to literals, the fact that the classification of
a literal may depend on the clause where it occurs does not seem to be considered in
[42]. A classification of predicate symbols does not depend on the clause (e.g., P is P
in both C1 = P(x, y) ∨ R(y, x) and C2 = P(a, b) ∨ R(b, a)), whereas one of literals does
(e.g., P(x, y) and P(a, b) are two different literals), as literals get instantiated below
the predicate symbol level. When the notion is applied to symbols, and because of the
three-way distinction from A, from B, from both, which looks analogous to A-colored,
B-colored, transparent, the notion of “coming from” resembles that of color.
We use labels to capture the intuition of a literal descending from A or from B.
Every literal is either A-labeled or B-labeled, not both. We keep colors and labels distinct: colors are based on signature, apply to symbols (cf. Definition 4), and to literals
as a consequence (cf. Definition 5); labels are based on inference, apply to literals,
and appropriately depend on the clause where the literal occurs (cf. Definition 10).
In the first stage, Huang’s system computes relational interpolants, that are defined like partial interpolants, but without using projections, and admitting only transparent predicate symbols. Informally, relational interpolants play in Huang’s system
a rôle analogous to that of provisional partial interpolants in ours. While our definition of provisional interpolant does not require predicate symbols to be transparent,
the provisional interpolants produced by Γ Iˆ satisfy this requirement (cf. Lemma 1).
Projections are not defined in [42]; however labeled projections and their commutativity with substitutions seem to be used implicitly in the proof of completeness of
the interpolation system for resolution (cf. Proof of Theorem 2 on page 182 of [42]).
Γ Iˆ and Huang’s system have the same base cases (cf. Definition 15 and Case (i)
on page 182 of [42]). Then, Γ Iˆ has four inductive cases for resolution, because there
are two literals resolved upon and two labels. On the other hand, Huang’s system has
three inductive cases for resolution:
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– Both literals resolved upon coming from A (cf. Case (ii)(a) on page 182 of [42]),
which is the same as the one in Definition 15 where both literals resolved upon
have label A;
– Both coming from B (cf. Case (ii)(b) on page 182 of [42]), which is the same as
the one in Definition 15 where both literals resolved upon have label B; and
– A third catch-all case (cf. Case (ii)(c) on page 182 of [42]), which in our notation
 1 )) ∨ (l ∧ PI(p
 2 ))]σ .

is written PI(c)
= [(¬l  ∧ PI(p
Similarly, in place of the two cases for factoring in Definition 15, Huang’s system has


σ (cf. Case (iv) on page 184 of [42]).
one, where PI(c)
= PI(p)
For paramodulation, Huang’s system has three inductive cases, numbered (iii)(d),
(iii)(e), and (iii)(f) on page 183 of [42]. Cases (iii)(d) and (iii)(e) use a notion of
maximal A-term or B-term defined as follows: an A-term is a term whose top symbol
comes from A, and an occurrence of an A-term is maximal if it is not a subterm
of another A-term. B-terms and their maximal occurrences are defined in the same
way with B in place of A. Here the notion of “coming from” is implicitly extended to
function symbols, so that it appears to coincide with color, in the sense that an A-term
is a term whose top symbol is A-colored. We reproduce the three cases in our notation,
assuming that p1 : s  r ∨C paramodulates into p 2 : l[s ] ∨ D as in Definition 15:

 2 ) ∧ s  r) ∨ (PI(p
 1 ) ∧ s  r)]σ ∨ (s  r ∧ h(s)  h(r))σ , provided
(iii)(d) PI(c)
= [(PI(p
s occurs in l[s ] ∨ D as subterm of a maximal B-term h(s  ), and there is more than
 2 );
one occurrence of h(s  ) in l[s ] ∨ D ∨ PI(p

 2 ) ∧ s  r) ∨ (PI(p
 1 ) ∧ s  r)]σ ∧ (s  r ∨ h(s)  h(r))σ , provided
(iii)(e) PI(c)
= [(PI(p
s occurs in l[s ] ∨ D as subterm of a maximal A-term h(s  ), and there is more than
 2 );
one occurrence of h(s  ) in l[s ] ∨ D ∨ PI(p

 2 ) ∧ s  r) ∨ (PI(p
 1 ) ∧ s  r)]σ , otherwise.
(iii)(f) PI(c)
= [(PI(p
It is not said whether h is a function symbol or a context. Cases (iii)(d) and (iii)(e)
are neither explained nor applied in the examples, while Cases (iii)(e) and (iii)(f) are
not covered in the proof of completeness. Resolution and paramodulation are treated
separately, so that, for instance, the notion of “literal coming from” is not defined,
when the parent of a resolution step is a paramodulant. Our provisional interpolation system Γ Iˆ uses labels systematically, and treats resolution and paramodulation
uniformly and in an integrated way.
The second stage in [42] features a lifting mechanism which replaces maximal
A-terms with existentially quantified variables and maximal B-terms with universally
quantified variables. We borrowed the name “lifting” from [42], however our lifting
mechanism only replaces colored constants. The idea of obtaining interpolants by replacing non-shared constant symbols with quantified variables appeared in [21], was
mentioned in [50], and under the name of abstraction, was used in [4] to interpolate
LK-proofs with only atomic cuts (cf. Chapter 8.2). If the system is allowed to replace
compound subterms by quantified variables, alternations of quantifiers must be generated in the right order in order to obtain an interpolant. For instance, for A = {P(a, x)},
B = {¬P(y, f (y))}, and Iˆ = P(a, f (a)), where the first occurrence of a is a maximal
A-term, and f (a) is a maximal B-term, the interpolant is I = ∃z.∀w.P(z, w), because
w depends on z, as a is a subterm of f (a), whereas ∀w.∃z.P(z, w) is not an interpolant.
The argument of the proofs of our Lemmas 3 and 2 does not apply if lifting replaces
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compound terms, because there is not enough information to build an interpretation
ˆ if function symbols are removed. The claim of completeof Iˆ from one of Lift( I)
ness in [42] rests on a different proof argument, which goes through grounding the
non-ground proof: we refer the interested reader to [42] for details.
After [42], the study of interpolation for superposition restarted in [51], with the
notions of local inference and proof, and a hint that non-local superposition inferences would have to be procrastinated, until they become local by further instantiation. In hindsight this may be seen as an early lead towards approaches based on
instantiation and proof transformation, that were later developed in [18] and [52] for
ground refutations by a DPLL(T )-based SMT-solver, equipped with an instantiation
procedure (e.g., [28,22,36,53,37]) to generate ground instances of non-ground input
axioms. The refutations to be interpolated are ground, but not necessarily colorable,
because instantiation may insert AB-mixed literals. In [18], purification replaces critical subterms by new constant symbols considered transparent. In [52], localization
replaces critical subterms by new constant symbols considered interpreted. Purification visits the literal top-down, while localization proceeds bottom-up. In both approaches, equations defining the new constant symbols are introduced in the proof.
Since new constants do not belong to the original signature, they are later replaced
by quantified variables. In order to avoid loops in the definitions, and introduce the
quantifiers with the correct alternations, both methods use an ordering, defined in [18]
as the topological order on the inverse dependency graph of the equations defining
the new constants, and captured in [52] by a precedence on new constants.
Another line of research stemming from [51] was pursued in [46,40,41]. A key
idea in both [50] and [46] is that an interpolant is a boolean combination of transparent formulæ from the proof. In [46] this result is formulated as a lemma which proves
the existence of C-interpolants for transparent clauses in local proof trees built by
generic inferences. A C-interpolant is defined like a partial interpolant of clause C,
for the special case where C is transparent and therefore projections are not needed.
The approach is inductive, as the constructed C-interpolant is a boolean combination of selected transparent ancestors of C in the proof and their C-interpolants. The
selected ancestors are consequences of symbol-eliminating inferences, meaning inferences that deduce a transparent consequence from premises with at least one colored
symbol. The report of experiments in [40] discusses restricting inferences in Vampire, to favor the generation of colored proofs, and having the prover output all consequences of symbol-eliminating inferences. The development in [41] adds a notion
of digest of a proof, to specify which ancestors to pick to construct the C-interpolant.
The digest is made of transparent subproofs between colored subproofs. The focus
of [41] is on two proof transformations. The first one aims at localizing non-local
refutations: it assumes that the only colored symbols in proofs are constants, and it
replaces constants of one color, either A-color, or B-color, by existentially quantified
variables. Since the purpose is localizing the proof, eliminating one color suffices.
The second one, called grey slicing, aims at minimizing the generated interpolant: it
works by repeatedly removing intermediate transparent clauses. The experiments in
[41] involve Z3 [24] and Vampire [47]: localization is applied to the proofs by Z3,
which are ground. Clearly, not all proofs can be localized, and localization fails if
there are colored function symbols.
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7 Discussion
We studied interpolation of refutations generated by inference systems for first-order
logic with equality based on resolution and paramodulation/superposition. The main
contribution is a new interpolation system for non-ground refutations, which generates first provisional interpolants, and obtains then interpolants by replacing colored,
or non-shared, constant symbols with quantified variables. This interpolation system
is complete if the provisional interpolant is color-flat, meaning that its only colored
symbols are constants. The general question of extracting an interpolant from any
refutation by resolution and paramodulation, for any interpolation problem (A, B),
without hypotheses or restrictions, remains open. Although the restriction to colorflat provisional interpolants is not a minor one, our interpolation system may be relevant to several fragments without function symbols, that are decidable, have the finite
model property (e.g., [34,56]), and in some cases admit superposition-based decision
procedures (e.g., [35,33,32]).
We started with examples showing that a color-based approach to interpolation
(surveyed in [12] for the ground case) does not generalize to non-ground proofs,
not even assuming that they are colorable, colored (also known as local), or that
all predicate and function symbols are interpreted or transparent. Counter-examples
where the only colored symbols are constants suffice. Thus, we reckoned that in the
inductive approach to interpolation, one needs (1) to track the descendance of literals
from either the A or the B part of the refutation, to ensure that the interpolant follows
from A and is inconsistent with B, and (2) to check that only transparent literals enter
in the interpolant. The color-based style employs colors to achieve both goals.
We presented a two-stage approach, inspired by [42], which separates the two
concerns. In the first stage, a provisional interpolation system uses labels in place of
colors to track descendance of literals, and computes a provisional interpolant, which
follows from A and is inconsistent with B, but may contain colored symbols. A key
property of this labeling mechanism is that labels are independent of substitutions,
because they are inherited through inferences, rather than being defined based on signatures like colors. In this way, the obstacle represented by the fact that an instance
l σ is not guaranteed to have the same color of l, which hinders the color-based approach, disappears. We defined an inductive provisional interpolation system for Γ ,
named Γ I,ˆ and proved its completeness (cf. Theorem 2).
In the second stage, lifting replaces A-colored constants with existentially quantified variables, and B-colored constants with universally quantified variables. This
suffices to obtain a transparent formula, if all function symbols in the provisional
interpolant are either interpreted or transparent, as Γ Iˆ already ensures that predicate
symbols will be such. Under this hypothesis, we proved that the lifting of provisional
interpolants yields interpolants (cf. Theorem 3), thus establishing the completeness
of the interpolation system Γ I that combines Γ Iˆ with lifting.
In some contexts this hypothesis is satisfied because there are no function symbols. Examples include Datalog or the recursion-free Horn clauses without uninterpreted function symbols of [56]. Other examples are some decidable fragments of
first-order logic studied for instance in [34]: the L öwenheim class with equality, also
known as first-order relational monadic logic (only unary predicates and constants,
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no functions); the Bernays-Sch önfinkel-Ramsey (BSR) class with equality (formulæ
of the form ∃ ∗ ∀∗ ϕ , where ϕ is quantifier-free and function-free, while constants are
allowed); and the FO 2 class (first-order formulæ with only two variables, with constants, no functions). A subclass of BSR, the Bernays-Schönfinkel-Horn class, is sufficient to axiomatize timed automata, with superposition as a decision procedure [33,
32]. The FO 2 class includes the modal fragment, or the fragment of formulæ obtained
by translating modal logic into first-order logic. The modal fragment was generalized
to the guarded fragment in [1], by showing that the key property for decidability is
not the number of variables, but the absence of function symbols and the restriction
on quantification. A superposition-based decision procedure for the guarded fragment
was given in [35]. Model-building decision procedures for the guarded fragment were
studied in [29].
We discussed the application of the two-stage approach to the DPLL(Γ +T )
method of [13]. As surveyed in [12], a color-based approach to interpolation of equality sharing requires the built-in theories to be convex equality-interpolating, to avoid
the propagation of AB-mixed literals. A different approach to interpolation in combination of theories appears in [15,16]. In a two-stage approach AB-mixed literals
become harmless, and this requirement is no longer necessary. This may be useful
for implementations of equality sharing that employ model-based theory combination
[23], which propagates equalities true in a model, rather than entailed, and may propagate AB-mixed equalities. Model-based theory combination is used, for instance, for
linear integer arithmetic, which is not equality-interpolating.
The state of the art on interpolation can be advanced by giving interpolation systems for logics, theories, or inference systems that did not have them, or by giving
interpolation systems that produce better interpolants than the existing ones. Our research is of the first kind, and therefore we aimed at generality and completeness, by
developing a two-stage approach that overcomes the limitations of the color-based
approach with respect to non-ground proofs. A direction for future work is to aim
at a two-stage interpolation system that handles also provisional interpolants that are
not color-flat: a possibility is to investigate combining our provisional interpolation
system with a reconstruction of the second stage of [42]. Since the two-stage approach may generate interpolants with many quantifiers, other topics for future work
are the evaluation of its practical efficiency by implementation and experiments, and
the analysis of its complexity. Also important is the study of the characteristics of the
generated interpolants, such as strength, length, number of quantifier alternations,
and how to bound them. Research on the qualities of interpolants will benefit from
feed-back from experiments and may be more significant if conducted in relation to
specific applications.
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